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ABSTRACT 
Now a days, databases are with huge number of attributes. To get the info from such type of databases main approaches 

are query forms. Furthermore static and dynamic query forms have their own advantages and disadvantages. Present 

paper consider various parameters and find the remedy by designing dynamic form called as Adaptive Query Interface 

(AQI). 
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     INTRODUCTION 
Modern day databases are huge considering size as well as parameters or attributes therein. Various approaches have 

been studied till now to retrieve the information from these type of databases. To get the info which approach is to be 

followed is depend upon the database from where we want the info. Two main approaches we can consider are static 

and dynamic query interfaces.  

 

Static Query Forms Vs Dynamic Query Forms 

Static Query Form: 

Static Query Forms is one of the approaches for searching. In this, forms used for searching are fixed. It means that 

all the attributes have specific sequence which will not change according to the user preference. Thus, in this type of 

searching where static query forms are used ranking of the attributes is not possible. 

 

Advantages: 

 All the attributes are included with fixed sequence. 

 No algorithm applied for attribute ranking so in some cases performance may be greater than dynamic query 

forms. 

 Many forms can be generated according to the users. 

Disadvantages: 

 Since sequence is fixed, no user specific behaviour. 

 If the attributes are large in number, difficult to handle. 

 For large number of attributes, too many forms are generated. 

 

Dynamic Query Forms: 

As the name suggests, dynamic query forms are forms which are subject to change. Now adaptability of the forms 

completely depends upon the developer approach. But the best suited approach is according to the user behaviour or 

feedback. It means we can rank the attributes according to the user need or interest. 

 

Advantages: 

 

 User specific ranking of the attributes. 

 Can handle large number of attributes. 

 Handles ad-hoc queries. 
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Data is simply as accommodating as its question interface grants it to be. In the event that a client can't pass on to the 

data what he or she fancies from it, even the wealthiest information store gives next to no or no worth. Static query 

forms or predefined question shapes range unit used by the DBA to recover the learning from the data. however present 

utilized databases contain assortment of qualities and relations. Along these lines, recovering data with static query 

forms is troublesome. Conjointly it's illogical to style static query kind with excessively a few characteristics, making 

it impossible to handle. A few course instruments offer systems to style predefined question forms. The technique is 

progressed as an after-effect of client ought to physically alter to style predefined question shapes. On the off chance 

that a client is unconscious of the data pattern then taking care of qualities inside of the strategy for thinking of 

predefined question shapes turns out to be excessively best in class, making it impossible to handle. 

 

 

Adaptive query Interface is a approach that generates program dynamically. In static query forms obtaining desired 

result's one step method however if the information is big, user find obtaining too several instances of results and 

therefore desired info is inadequate. Projected approach uses several rounds of actions as inputted by the user to get 

adaptive query forms dynamically. Since filtration of results is predicated on user actions. Methods are often extended 

until satisfactory result or satisfactory varieties of filtered results are often found. Projected approach is additionally 

helpful to the non skilled user. It starts with a basic query type that contains only a few primary attributes of the 

information. The essential query type is then enriched iteratively via the interactions between the user and our system 

till the user is satisfied with the query results. In this paper, we have a tendency to chiefly study the ranking of query 

type elements and also the dynamic generation of query forms. Query forms generated once more are often refined in 

line with user feedback and dynamically be modified therefore name given as Adaptive Query Interface. Figure one 

shows the flow diagram of the method 

    

 
Fig.1. User Participation 

 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 
Now a days for non-skilled user getting info is difficult.  Therefore during this space, chiefly  work is concentrated on 

a way to generate query forms so while not knowing the fields of information schema non skilled user conjointly can 
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able to fetch info. Presently, query forms area unit accustomed meet this want up to some extent. To spotlight a 1 

query by Example is one sort of information querying interface. Existing information purchasers like Microsoft access 

can also be accustomed give interface to developers to form customise query forms. However to use this tool one have 

to be compelled to understand the information schema therefore it's helpful to developer and to not user. Paper [3] 

proposes a system that is automatic approach to get query forms. Here user participation isn't necessary, system initial 

finds knowledge attributes in schema and consequently generates query forms. though this method having advantage 

of automatic generation. it's not appropriate for the information schemas having thousands of attributes. If variety of 

attributes area unit quite kinds that area unit generated area unit too several in numbers and therefore it's confusing 

for user that form is to be used. Therefore, during this approach end product isn't satisfactory. Paper [5] can also be 

taken on similar lines as explained. 

 

A  structure  based  inquiry  interface  is  generally  the  favoured intends  to  provide  an  unsophisticated  client  

access  to  a database. Not  just  is  such  an  interface  simple  to utilize, obliging  no  specialized  training,  however  

it  moreover  it requires  next  to  zero  learning  of  how  the  information  is organized in the database. Be that as it 

may, form structure is static  and  can  express  just  a  exceptionally  restricted arrangement  of  queries  i.e.  form is  

static  or  fixed. Without space  for  change,  question  specification  is  restricted  by  the ability  and  vision  of  the  

interface  developer  at  the  time  the structure  was  made.  On  the  off  chance  that  an  accessible structure can't 

express a wanted question, then user is stuck.   

  

To overcome downside of said approach paper [1] proposes a system which might be aforementioned as extension of 

labor [3] and [5]. during this paper they enclosed feature of keyword looking within the generated kinds therefore user 

currently will realize that form are often used for looking. Therefore system generates ton of query forms beforehand 

and user then searches the forms with keywords. This method although takes downside from the higher than system 

its best fitted for information schemas that involves concrete keywords for attributes. However during this system it 

should be noted that this comes with the disadvantage of knowing the schema beforehand. It means that user should 

understand the information schema to look desired forms.  

 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 
Mathematical Model 

Definition 1: A query form F is defined as a tuple (AF , RF , σF, ▹◃ (RF )), which represents a database query template 

as follows: 

 

F = (SELECT A1,A2, ..., Ak From ▹◃  (RF ) WHERE σF ), 

where AF = {A1,A2, ..., Ak} are k attributes for projection and k > 0. 

 

RF = {R1,R2, ...,Rn} is the set of n relations (or entities) involved in this query, n > 0. 

 

Every ascribe in AF has a place with one connection in RF .σF is a conjunction of expressions for determinations (or 

conditions) on relations in RF. ▹◃ (RF) is a join capacity to create a conjunction of expressions for joining relations 

of RF. In the client interface of an inquiry structure F, AF is the arrangement of sections of the outcome table. σF is 

the arrangement of info parts for clients to fill. Inquiry shapes permit clients to fill parameters to create distinctive 

inquiries. RF and ▹◃ (RF) are not noticeable in the client interface, which are generally produced by the framework 

as indicated by the database outline.  

 

For a question structure F, ▹◃(RF) is consequently developed by remote keys among relations in RF . In the interim, 

RF is controlled by AF and σF . RF is the union arrangement of relations which contains no less than one trait of AF 

or σF . Consequently, the segments of inquiry structure F are really dictated by AF and σF. As we said, just AF and 

σF are noticeable to the client in the client interface. In this paper, we concentrate on the projection and determination 

segments of a question structure. Specially appointed join is not took care of by our dynamic question structure since 

join is not a part of the inquiry shape and is imperceptible for clients.  
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To decide whether generated query interface is desired or not, it is difficult to decide by checking every instance of 

the result. This give rise to many answer problem. To address this, only compressed results can be shown with higher 

level view. Furthermore to get accuracy, user can participate and get results from required category. In first pass of 

the results since we are targeting to view results in sets, where set means results having same type of results. These 

results can be clustered by using clustering algorithm [4]. These clustered results can be explored according to the 

user click through. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the process.  

 
Fig. 2. Flowchart of Adaptive Query Interface 

 

Another imperative use of the packed perspective is to gather the client input. Utilizing the gathered criticism, we can 

evaluate the decency of a question shape so we could suggest suitable inquiry structure segments. In true, end-clients 

are hesitant to give express input [15]. The navigate on the compacted view table is an understood criticism to tell our 

framework which group (or subset) of information cases is fancied by the client. It can offer our framework some 

assistance with generating suggested structure segments that help clients find more coveted information examples. In 

some suggestion frameworks and web crawlers, the end-clients are additionally permitted to give the negative input. 

The negative criticism is an accumulation of the information occurrences that are not coveted by the clients. In the 

question structure results, we accept The majority of the questioned information occurrences are not fancied by the 

clients in light of the fact that on the off chance that they are as of now wanted, then the inquiry structure era is verging 

on done. In this manner, the positive criticism is more instructive than the negative input in the inquiry structure era. 

Our proposed model can be effectively stretched out for fusing the negative criticism.  
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Considering both expected accuracy and expected review, we determine the general execution measure, expected F-

Measure as appeared in above mathematical statement. Note that β is a steady parameter to control the inclination on 

expected exactness or expected review.  

 

The framework usage we have chosen to utilize Oracle SQL as back end and ASP.net or JSP as front end. Since it can 

be conveyed as web interface, the framework is stage free. 

 

DATASET  
Implemented system uses student database as input to the system. We have taken all the information related to 

academics for the students. It contains personal as well as academic information. Whole information is organised in 

10 tables comprising 116 attributes. According to the search, instances are projected by combining all the selected 

attributes. 

 

ALGORITHMIC APPROACH 
For projection of query, attributes are selected from various tables. This attributes are refined according to the selection 

of the attributes by the user. The said approach is taken care of by the query construction 

Query Construction: 

Data: Qf ← A1 ∪ A2∪ A3 ∪.... ∪ Ai 

Result: Qf is the final query  

Begin: 

σ (one) ← Ø 

for Q ∈ Q do 

 σ(one) ←  σ(one) ∪ σQf  

 A (one) ← AF ∪ ArF  

 Q (one) ← GenerateQuery(A(one),σ(one)) 

              F ← Project (A(one),σ(one))  

 Where, Qf is query form 

A1-Ai: Attributes 

Q (one): Representative query 

 

Thus, as above algorithm suggests query selection can be repetitively refined till we get satisfactory results. 

 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
In system, two login types are maintained. First one is super admin login where we can add and delete users who are 

expected users. Also super admin has authority to reset the database.  

 
Fig 3: Admin Login 
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Second one is for normal users for database searching. As shown in the following form left side pane maintains the 

list of attributes and the result instances are projected according to the selection. As user selects attributes, in each 

iteration attributes are ranked according to the user preference. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Query Interface of Searching 

 

After getting result we can get collective information of single instance by clicking on it. As shown in figure below it 

includes all the information of single student. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Detailed information of single instance 

 

RESULTS 
Result shows adaptive query interface is more effective than that of static query interface. As we can see, as we iterate 

the searching, accuracy and efficiency of the searching increases. If static interface is consider improvement is not 

linear as it does not adapt according to the user preference. 
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Fig. 6 Incremental improvement in accuracy 

 

This indicates that even though initially accuracy of the searching not up to the mark. Later it increases linearly. 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
In this paper, idea of adaptive query interface is proposed. This system generates query forms dynamically. To capture 

user feedback run time click through process is used which helps in filtering of the results. From the related concepts 

studied we can conclude that success rate in this approach will be higher as compared to static approach.  

 

For future scope, as we have used student information as input various algorithm can be applied to find patterns in 

student performance. Likewise, we may also predict future dropout and failures in student academics. 
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